The Mailbox Preschool

August / September 2013
A Really Big Preschool Welcome!
Storytime
Circle Time
Problem Solved! Walking in a Straight Line
Kids in the Kitchen
Arts & Crafts for Little Hands
Learning Centers
Red, Yellow, Blue—Color Ideas for You!
Songs & Such
Management Tips & Timesavers
Little Muscles, Big Muscles
Happy Birthday, Alphabet!
Fabulous Family Centers
Teacher Bag of Tricks
Classroom Displays
Our Readers Write…
I Can Be a Friend!
Science Explorations
I Like Myself! by Karen Beaumont
Instant Seasonal Activities

A Bushel of Book and Print Awareness Ideas!

Where to Sit?
Management Tip: group-time seating
Help little ones take a seat during group time with this simple idea! Make a class supply of colorful dinosaur
footprints from craft foam. If desired, label each footprint with a different child's name. Then scatter the footprints in
your group-time area. Encourage each child to find a footprint (or his personalized footprint) and then sit on it.
adapted from an idea by Pat Wojciechowski
St. Albans Christian Learning Center
Sinking Spring, PA

Dino Dig
Back-to-School Tip: attendance
Fill out online a dinosaur version of each child's name on different bone cutouts. Then highlight each name so it
stands out. Attach a piece of brown bulletin board paper to a wall (dinosaur dig site). Attach the hook side of Velcro
fasteners to the paper. Then attach the loop side of Velcro fasteners to the bones. On the first day of school,
introduce youngsters to their dinosaur names. Then scatter the bones on a table before each school day. When a
child arrives, he finds his dinosaur name and attaches it to the dinosaur dig site.
Evelyn Harmon
Franklin Children's School
Franklin, MA
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Stomp and Roar!
Back-to-School Idea: getting-acquainted
Help little ones identify their own names as well as those of their classmates with this excellent action chant! Fill out
online each child's name on a different dinosaur cutout. Then have youngsters stand in a circle. Display a dinosaur
as you lead them in reciting the chant, stomping when they say "stomp" and roaring the word roar. Then help
youngsters identify the name on the dinosaur and locate that classmate. Continue with the remaining dinosaurs.
Give a stomp!
Give a roar!
Whose name's on this dinosaur?
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Lots of Dino Fun!
Dinosaur Centers
Look no further for engaging center options for this popular theme!
Fine motor: Explain that archaeologists have to carefully dig through the dirt to find dinosaur bones. Then
give each child a chocolate chip cookie. Have her pretend to be an archaeologist as she uses a toothpick to
carefully dig out the chocolate chips!
Discovery: Place a brown blanket on a tabletop. Then add houseplants, plastic dinosaur toys, large rocks,
and blue cellophane pieces (lakes and ponds). Youngsters explore this dinosaur landscape.
Play dough: Provide plastic dinosaur toys and encourage students to press the dinosaurs into the play dough
to make footprints.
Art: Press plastic dinosaur toys in shallow pans of paint and then on paper. Continue with other dinosaur toys
and colors of paint.
Evelyn Harmon
Franklin Children's School
Franklin, MA

Got Books?
Dinosaur Book List
Here are some fabulous dinosaur storytime selections that are just perfect for your beginning-of-the-year preschool
class!
Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs by Byron Barton
Dinosaurumpus! by Tony Mitton
Ten Terrible Dinosaurs by Paul Stickland
Dinosaur Roar! by Paul and Henrietta Stickland

Dinosaur Surroundings!
Dinosaur Painting
To make this artwork, pour tempera paint in a spray bottle and then dilute the paint with water. Protect your work
area. Then place artificial (or real) foliage on a sheet of paper. Spray the project. Remove the foliage and attach
dinosaur cutouts to the page. This adorable artwork looks fantastic displayed in a hallway!
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So Sorry!
Science Song: dinosaurs
Introduce youngsters to the word extinct, explaining that extinct refers to a type of animal or plant that has died out,
such as dinosaurs. Then lead youngsters in this giggle-inducing song! If desired, show students a photo of each type
of dinosaur mentioned. (An internet image search turns up a variety of options.)
(sung to the tune of "Clementine")
[Stegosaurus, Stegosaurus],
You're my favorite dinosaur.
I'm so sorry you're extinct now.
You're not living anymore.
Continue with the following:Tyrannosaurus, Apatosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Comptosaurus
Sandra Williams
L. Frances Smith Elementary
Columbus, IN

Story Walk
Literacy Idea: sequencing
Spotlight sequencing skills with this simple project! Encourage each child to color the cards as desired. Help her cut
out the cards and arrange them in order on a 4" x 18" strip of paper. Then have her glue the cards in place. Next,
have her take a plastic dinosaur and "walk" it over the cards from left to right as she tells the story.
Evelyn Harmon
Franklin Children's School
Franklin, MA
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Sequencing Cards

Dino Lineup
Management Tip: lining up
Help little ones line up with this simple trick! Cut out a class supply of colorful dinosaur patterns. Attach them to a
wall in a row. Each youngster stands next to a different dinosaur and then places a finger on her dinosaur. When the
line is straight, have students place hands at their sides and get ready to walk!
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Shapes Everywhere
Idea: shapes in the environment Shapes, Shapes, Shapes
By Tana Hoban
Shapes are everywhere! This wordless book full of vivid photographs shows a variety of shapes in everyday items
and structures.
Make a few brightly colored shape cutouts. Then attach them in your room near items that are the same shape. For
example, attach a circle next to a round clock and a rectangle on your door. Make sure the shapes are visible from
your group-time area. To begin, have children scan the room for shape cutouts. When a child notices one, prompt
him to identify it. Then say, "Oh my goodness! This [circle] is right next to the [clock], and the [clock] is also a [circle
]!" Continue with the other shapes. Then say, "The book we're going to look at has a lot of different shapes in places
you wouldn't think to look for them!"

Shape Trace
Idea: identifying shapes Shapes, Shapes, Shapes
By Tana Hoban
Shapes are everywhere! This wordless book full of vivid photographs shows a variety of shapes in everyday items
and structures.
Provide a variety of traceable items in different shapes, such as a tissue box, a wooden block, a pan lid, and a
plastic container. Encourage youngsters to notice that the items are different shapes. Prompt them to identify the
shapes. Then encourage them to trace the items on a sheet of paper and color or paint the tracings as desired.

What Will Hatch?
Idea: predicting, graphing Duck & Goose
By Tad Hills
Duck and Goose find what they believe to be an egg. They squabble over which one of them will sit on it, which one
of them will teach the baby inside to swim, and whether the baby will quack or honk. Soon Duck and Goose realize
that this egg really isn't an egg at all. It's a ball!
Show students the book cover and explain that Duck and Goose believe that they are sitting on an egg. Ask
youngsters what they predict will hatch from the egg. Will it be a duck, a goose, or something else? If desired, record
youngsters' predictions on a chart. Then read the story aloud.
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

Share the Ball
Idea: speaking Duck & Goose
By Tad Hills
Duck and Goose find what they believe to be an egg. They squabble over which one of them will sit on it, which one
of them will teach the baby inside to swim, and whether the baby will quack or honk. Soon Duck and Goose realize
that this egg really isn't an egg at all. It's a ball!
Now Duck and Goose have to share the ball! Show youngsters a playground ball. Then call on a child and ask her
how the two of you could share the ball, such as by rolling it back and forth, playing catch with it, or taking turns
bouncing it. Have students demonstrate each example. Then ask, "Do you think Duck and Goose will do a good job
sharing the ball?" Prompt youngsters to explain their thinking.
For additional practice with this story have youngsters complete the reproducible.
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

Duck & Goose
My favorite part
of the story is…
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Search and Sit
Back-to-School Game: learning names
Youngsters get acquainted with this fun version of hide and-seek! Print a large photo of each child; then scatter the
photos facedown around the classroom. To play, hide your eyes and count to ten, making sure to count loud and
slow. As you count, each child finds one photo and quickly sits in your circle-time area before you reach ten. When
all the students have returned and you finish counting, give them a round of applause for returning so quickly. Then
have a child hold up the photo she found. Have that classmate stand and say his name. Collect that photo and have
the student sit. Then continue with each remaining photo.
Kim Criswell
Wilson Elementary
Wilson, KS

Silent Circle
Literacy Idea: communicating with American Sign Language
Little ones communicate through American Sign Language with this fun idea! Teach students to say a familiar word
using sign language. After practicing the word with youngsters, engage them in a game of silent circle. To play, sign
the word to a child sitting near you and then prompt that child to sign the word to a classmate sitting beside him.
Prompt students to continue signing the word around the circle until everyone has had a turn. Then lead youngsters
in signing a round of applause! (See the picture shown.)
Christine Cavin
YMCA of Frederick
Frederick, MD

Colorful Apples
Math Idea: identifying colors, sorting
Cut apart the color apple cards and place them in a pocket chart with the apples facing away from the viewers.
Gather student name sticks (or name cards). To begin, lead students in singing the song. Then choose a stick and
read the name. Have the child choose an index card, turn it over, and identify the color of the apple. Continue
singing the song and choosing youngsters until all the cards are facing forward. If desired, help students sort the
apples by color.
(sung to the tune of "Clementine")
Pick an apple, pick an apple,
Pick an apple from our tree.
Is it green, or is it yellow?
Is it red? Oh, can you see?
Lindsey Bachman
YWCA Early Learning Center
Duluth, MN
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The Magic Hat!
Back-to-School Idea: identifying classmates' names
Transform an oatmeal container into a top hat as shown. Fill out online a white rabbit cutout for each child and then
place the cutouts in the hat. Explain that if you say the magic words correctly, a rabbit will appear in the hat. Lead
students in saying, "Bippity, hippity, bobbity, hoppity!" Then say, "I think the magic words worked!" Pull out one of
the rabbit cutouts and help students read the name on the cutout. Continue pulling out rabbits and having students
identify the names, explaining that they must have said the magic words too well because there are lots of rabbits in
the hat!
Robin Kent
Avon Nursery School
Avon, MA
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Don't Wake the Farmer!
Management Tip: walking quietly
To encourage little ones to walk in a straight line we pretend to be mice following a narrow path through Farmer
Fred's garden. As we "scurry" along, I silently prompt my little mice to move as quietly as can be so they don't wake
the farmer!
Annie Quinn
Cornerstone Christian Academy
Shelbyville, KY

Line Up Banner
Management Tip: forming a straight line
I hang a handprint banner along the wall to encourage my little ones to walk in a straight line. As students line up, I
have each child touch the handprint nearest him. This helps youngsters form a nice straight line, and then we're
ready to move on.
Cynthia Zimmerman
Downingtown, PA

Simon Says Line Up
Management Game: line behavior
To encourage little ones to walk in a straight line, I lead them in a silent adaptation of Simon Says. For example, I
walk with my hands on my head, and students do the same. Then I change the movement, and children follow suit.
The visual cues help keep little ones alert and focused.
Cortney Nornhold
Abide in the Vine Child Care Center
Owego, NY

Spaghetti!
Management Tip: forming a straight line
To help youngsters form a straight line, I call out, "Spaghetti!" prompting them to line up like a giant length of
uncooked spaghetti. I repeat the prompt, as needed, to remind students to walk in a straight line.
Nicole Marshall
Nicole's Preschool
Pilot Butte, AL

Edible Self-Portraits
Self-Portrait Snack
These self-likenesses will be as unique as your students. Encourage each youngster to use a desired combination
of vegetables to create his masterpiece. Then dip the pieces in salad dressing. Yum!
Ingredients for one:
thinly sliced pepper strips
thinly sliced cucumber rounds
thinly sliced cherry tomato slices
sugar snap peas
julienned carrots
light salad dressing in a cup
Supplies:
paper plate
Teacher preparation: Arrange the ingredients and supplies near a copy of the step-by-step recipe cards and
handwashing cards. If desired, send home the parent letter to request the snack ingredients.
Jodi G. Zeis
Elgin, SC

Edible Self-Portraits
Supplies:

Ingredients for one:

paper plate

thinly sliced pepper strips
thinly sliced cucumber rounds
thinly sliced cherry tomato slices
sugar snap peas
julienned carrots
light salad dressing in a cup

Teacher preparation:
Arrange the ingredients and
supplies near a colored copy of
the step-by-step recipe cards
(see page 19).
Jodi G. Zeis
Elgin, SC
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Dear Parent/Guardian,
We are making a snack titled “Edible Self-Portraits.” We would be
grateful if you could help by providing the following ingredient(s):
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
We need the ingredient(s) listed above by _________________________ .
date

Please let me know whether you are able to send the ingredient(s).
		

Thank you,

		

_______________________________
teacher

Yes, I am able to send the ingredient(s).
No, I am unable to send the ingredient(s) this time.
parent/guardian signature
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Personal Pumpkin Dip
Utensils and supplies:

Ingredients for one:

resealable plastic bag
plastic spoons
paper plate
scissors

pumpkin pie filling
whipped cream cheese
thinly sliced apples
gingersnaps

Teacher preparation:
Arrange the ingredients and
supplies near a colored copy of
the step-by-step recipe cards.
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Puzzle Cut Prints
Pot Scrubbers Process Art Activity
This idea develops visual discrimination skills! Press pot scrubbers in colorful paint and pat them on a large paper
rectangle, overlapping the prints as you work. Puzzle-cut the dry artwork; then arrange and mount the resulting
puzzle on a larger rectangle, leaving gaps between the pieces as shown.
Marlene Breihan
Notre Dame Preschool
St. Louis, MO

Hugs and Kisses
Grandparents Day Picture Frame
Here's a lovely gift that's just perfect for National Grandparents Day! Press a rubber stamp X and O in ink pads to
make prints to decorate a tagboard frame. Mount a personal photo to an appropriately sized construction paper
backing and attach the backing to the frame. Embellish this adorable keepsake with desired craft materials and
attach a ribbon hanger.
inspired by an idea from Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

Wave of Love
Handprint Craft
This simple poem reminds the handprint maker that waving means goodbye as well as hello! Press a colorfully
painted hand on a sheet of construction paper to make a handprint. Then glue a copy of the poem to the page. What
a comforting reminder for someone missing her family that they will be reunited!
Jeannine Dupler
Gainesville, FL

Poem Cards

I wave my little hand
To say goodbye to you,
And when you come back later
My wave means hello too!
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I wave my little hand
To say goodbye to you,
And when you come back later
My wave means hello too!
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I wave my little hand
To say goodbye to you,
And when you come back later
My wave means hello too!
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Beneath the Burlap
Burlap Process Art Activity
Inexpensive burlap is the key to this unique project! Place burlap atop light-color construction paper and attach the
layered materials to a clipboard. Paint the burlap thoroughly with desired colors of paint and then remove the burlap
to reveal the artwork beneath!
Bridget Williamson
Bridget's Childcare
Sewell, NJ

Wiggly Worm Tracks
Apple Process Art Project
This process art results in wiggly abstract designs! Drag a length of yarn through a shallow container of paint and
then pretend the yarn is a hungry worm as you wiggle it across an apple cutout. If desired, add stem and leaf
cutouts. Repeat the process with other worms and colors of paint if desired.
Rayshawn Matthews
Executive Park Learning Center
Cary, NC
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Fruit-Scented Masterpiece
Sweet-Smelling Process Art Activity
For this sweet-smelling process art, dissolve several flavors of fruit-flavored drink mix in individual containers of
water. Brush the tinted water on paper, smelling its scent as you work. When the artwork is dry, crumple it and then
smooth it out slightly to give it texture. If desired, mount the artwork on aluminum foil for display.
Kelly Ashbaugh
Bluebonnet Methodist Preschool
Marble Falls, TX

Apple I Spy
Fine-Motor Center: apple craft
Tape an apple shape cut from clear Con-Tact covering, sticky-side out, to a flat surface like a wall or an easel.
Provide a variety of red, green, and yellow craft items, such as pom-poms, paper squares, yarn pieces, and craft
foam shapes. Youngsters visit the center and press the items on the apple, covering its surface.
Penny Brown
Little Red Schoolhouse
Salem, OR

Super Spongy
Textured Sponges Process Art Center
For this process art activity, cover a tabletop with a length of white paper. Set out shallow containers of paint in
assorted colors. For each color, provide a different textured sponge, such as a cellulose sponge, an abrasive
sponge, and a natural sea sponge. A student dips a sponge in paint and presses it on the paper. He examines the
print and then repeats the process with other sponges and colors of paint. His classmates visit the center and repeat
the process to make a colorful wall mural with textured designs.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Wormy Apples
Math Center: one-to-one correspondence, counting
Laminate several apple cutouts and then punch a different number of holes in each one. Cut green pipe cleaners
(worms) in half and place the pieces at the center. A child chooses an apple and counts the holes. Next, she counts
the same number of worms and pushes a worm through each hole. She then removes the worms and repeats the
process with a different apple.
Tip: Use the coloring page for extra fine-motor practice.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN
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Speech Bubbles!
Writing Center: dictating information
Show little ones how important their words are by showcasing them in speech bubbles! Set out paper, crayons or
markers, and a glue stick. Also provide a speech bubble cutout for each child. Invite each student to draw a selfportrait. When he's finished, say, "Now, tell me something about you." Then write his words on a speech bubble and
help him glue it to the page. These self-portraits make an adorable display!
Carole Watkins
Timothy Ball Elementary
Crown Point, IN

G Is for Garbage
Literacy Center: recognizing letter G
Label a small plastic trash can with the word "Garbage." Then place the can on a tabletop. Also label pieces of scrap
paper with letters, making sure that many of the letters are Gs. Crumple the scraps and scatter them near the trash
can. A youngster visits the center, chooses a scrap, and smooths it out. If the scrap reveals a G, she crumples it up
again and tosses it into the trash can. If it reveals another letter, she sets the paper aside.
Karin Bulkow
Washington School for Comprehensive Literacy
Sheboygan, WI

Foil Rubbing
Center: visual discrimination
Attach to a tray mostly flat objects with familiar shapes, such as a craft foam animal, a die-cut star, a car stencil, and
a real or silk leaf. Cover the items with a sheet of heavy duty aluminum foil and place the tray at a center. A child
gently rubs his fingers across the foil. As each hidden item's shape appears through the foil, he guesses the object.
After rubbing the entire surface of the foil, he removes it from the tray to see if his guesses are correct.
Karen Eiben
LaSalle, IL

Yarn Weave
Tip: introducing a color unit
Here's a fun way to start off each day of your color unit! Prior to students' arrival, obtain a skein of yarn in your focus
color for the day and weave a small portion around the room. When each child arrives, she ducks and steps over the
yarn to begin her morning routine. Repeat the activity with each focus color. You're sure to see lots of smiles with
this activity!
Becky Ford
Growing Tree Preschool
Chambersburg, PA

Sing a Song of Colors
Math Idea: color recognition
Reinforce color recognition with this catchy tune. For each color, attach a corresponding die-cut shape to a large
craft stick. Consider using a red ladybug, a bluebird, a yellow sun, an orange pumpkin, a green frog, a purple
butterfly, a brown bear, and a black dog. Distribute the props and invite each youngster who has a prop to stand in
front of the class. In turn, have each student hold up his prop as you lead the group in singing the song shown
substituting the underlined words as needed.
(sung to the tune of "The Farmer in the Dell")
The [ladybug is red].
The [ladybug is red].
Hold up the [ladybug].
The [ladybug is red].
adapted from an idea by Debbie Feuerstein
New Vernon Presbyterian Nursery School
New Vernon, NJ

Sing a Song of Colors

(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
The [ladybug is red].
The [ladybug is red].
Hold up the [ladybug].
The [ladybug is red].
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Sing a Song of Colors

(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
The [ladybug is red].
The [ladybug is red].
Hold up the [ladybug].
The [ladybug is red].
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Birds of Every Color
Colorful Bird Craft
Classroom visitors are sure to smile when they see a display of these quirky and colorful birds! Provide markers,
tissue paper squares, and craft feathers in several different colors. Have a child look at the colors and choose his
favorite. Next, have him use the marker to draw a circle on a sheet of paper. Direct him to brush glue in the circle
and then press tissue paper squares on the glue. Then have him glue feathers to the project. Have him add eye,
beak, and leg cutouts. Then encourage him to identify the color. Caption the project as shown.
Joan Schmittel
Warrenton, MO

Shake It Up
Math Idea: color identification
Remove the label from several empty plastic soda bottles. Put water in each bottle until it is about half full and add
three tablespoons of dish detergent. Then add four tablespoons of tempera paint to each bottle. Secure the lid and
shake. Place the bottles in your discovery area. A child chooses a bottle, names the color of the water, and then
shakes the bottle to make colorful suds.
Nardine Rene
Arsingchild Academy
Miami, FL

My Color Book
Process Art Color Book
Youngsters use process art to create these one-of-a-kind color books! For each focus color, choose a process art
activity (see the suggestions given). Each day, have a child complete the art project. After the projects are dry, have
him decorate a front and back cover for his book. Then bind the child's projects between the two covers.
Red: painting with feathers
Blue: crayon rubbing over plastic canvas
Yellow: making prints with crumpled bags
Green: Bubble Wrap cushioning material prints
Purple: paper collage
Orange: painting with kitchen scrubbies
Trisha Cooper
Trisha's Preschool
Spanish Fork, UT

Mix It!
Math Idea: color mixing
For each child, divide a paper into four sections. Make a class supply of the color poem. Gather a few youngsters
and give each child a paper. Then squirt a small amount of red paint and blue paint in the upper left quadrant of
each child's paper. Have students identify each color and then blend them together with a brush. Continue in the
same way with the combinations mentioned in the poem until each quadrant is painted. Then attach the poem to the
middle of the paper.
Emily Heffington
Spring Meadows Academy
Spring Hill, TN

Poem Cards

Red and blue make purple.

Red and blue make purple.

Yellow and blue make green.

Yellow and blue make green.

Such a lot of colors

Such a lot of colors

To paint a lovely scene!

To paint a lovely scene!

Red and yellow make orange.

Red and yellow make orange.

Black and white make gray.

Black and white make gray.

Now I’ll dry my brushes

Now I’ll dry my brushes

Until another day.

Until another day.
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Primary Colors!
Math Song: primary colors
After a color-mixing activity, explain to youngsters that colors they use for mixing—red, blue, and yellow—are called
primary colors. Then lead students in performing this action song. When the song is finished, have each standing
youngster identify which primary color(s) he's wearing.
(sung to the tune of "If You're Happy and You Know It")
If you're wearing a primary color, please stand up!
If you're wearing a primary color, please stand up!
Every gal and every fellow
Wearing red or blue or yellow—
If you're wearing a primary color, please stand up!
Charlene Stull
St. Mark's Preschool
Waterford, PA

Primary Colors!

(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re wearing a primary color, please stand up!
If you’re wearing a primary color, please stand up!
Every gal and every fellow
Wearing red or blue or yellow—
If you’re wearing a primary color, please stand up!
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If you’re wearing a primary color, please stand up!
Every gal and every fellow
Wearing red or blue or yellow—
If you’re wearing a primary color, please stand up!
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Listen and Draw
Math Idea: color identification
Reinforce your little artists' color-identification skills! Give each child a sheet of drawing paper and access to
crayons. Name a color. Encourage the child to choose the crayon color named and then draw on her paper. After
several moments, name a different color. Have the child choose the new crayon and continue drawing. Continue in
this manner with the remaining colors.
Trudy Van Knowe
Jupiter Academy
Jupiter, FL

Yum, Yum, Yum!
Apple Song
Spotlight sharing with this adorable apple-themed action chant! If desired, attach three felt apple cutouts to a
flannelboard and remove one for each verse.
Three red apples hanging in a tree, Hold up three fingers.
One fell off and landed next to me! Hold up one finger; then pat floor.
I asked my friend if she wanted one. Pretend to hold out an apple.
She took a bite and said, "Yum, yum, yum!" Pat tummy.
Two red apples hanging in a tree, Hold up two fingers.
One fell off and landed next to me. Hold up one finger; then pat floor.
I asked my friend if he wanted one. Pretend to hold out an apple.
He took a bite and said, "Yum, yum, yum!" Pat tummy.
One red apple hanging in a tree, Hold up one finger.
It fell off and landed next to me. Hold up one finger.
I told my friends that I wanted one. Point to self.
I took a bite and said, "Yum, yum, yum!" Pat tummy.
Bonnie C. Krum
St. Matthews Early Education Center
Bowie, MD
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Yum, Yum, Yum!
Three red apples hanging in a tree,
One fell off and landed next to me!
I asked my friend if she wanted one.
She took a bite and said, “Yum, yum, yum!”

Hold up three fingers.
Hold up one finger; then pat floor.
Pretend to hold out an apple.
Pat tummy.

Two red apples hanging in a tree,
One fell off and landed next to me.
I asked my friend if he wanted one.
He took a bite and said, “Yum, yum, yum!”

Hold up two fingers.
Hold up one finger; then pat floor.
Pretend to hold out an apple.
Pat tummy.

One red apple hanging in a tree,
It fell off and landed next to me.
I told my friends that I wanted one.
I took a bite and said, “Yum, yum, yum!”

Hold up one finger.
Hold up one finger.
Point to self.
Pat tummy.
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I told my friends that I wanted one.
I took a bite and said, “Yum, yum, yum!”

Hold up one finger.
Hold up one finger.
Point to self.
Pat tummy.
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Hello!
Management Song: group-time greetings
Here's an excellent song for greeting little ones during group time. Have youngsters stand. Then sing the song,
inserting a child's name and prompting her to follow the actions. Continue with each remaining child until the entire
class is seated.
(sung to the tune of "If You're Happy and You Know It")
Hello, hello, [student name]. How are you?
Hello, hello, [student name]. How are you?
Give a wiggle, wiggle, wiggle Wiggle hips.
And a jiggle, jiggle, jiggle. Jump up and down.
Turn around and turn around Turn around twice.
And sit down. Sit down.
Dee Mulranen
St. James Preschool
Aston, PA

Hello!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
Hello, hello, [student name]. How are you?
Hello, hello, [student name]. How are you?
Give a wiggle, wiggle, wiggle
And a jiggle, jiggle, jiggle.
Turn around and turn around
And sit down.

Wiggle hips.
Jump up and down.
Turn around twice.
Sit down.
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Hello!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
Hello, hello, [student name]. How are you?
Hello, hello, [student name]. How are you?
Give a wiggle, wiggle, wiggle
And a jiggle, jiggle, jiggle.
Turn around and turn around
And sit down.
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Wiggle hips.
Jump up and down.
Turn around twice.
Sit down.

Going on a Bus Hunt!
Back-to-School Action Chant
This twist on the traditional "Going on a Bear Hunt" chant is just perfect for the beginning of the year. Have
youngsters echo each line and the actions.
Teacher: We're going on a bus hunt. March.
Children: We're going on a bus hunt. March.
Teacher: We're gonna find a yellow one Shake finger.
Children: We're gonna find a yellow one Shake finger.
Teacher: With big headlights Make circles with fingers.
Children: With big headlights Make circles with fingers.
Continue with the following call-and-response lines and actions:
And windshield wipers Swish arms back and forth. And big black tires. Point and circle arm.
Look over there! Point.
It's our bus! Shake finger.
Can't go over it. Stand on tiptoes.
Can't go under it. Crouch down.
Can't go around it. Lean from side to side.
We have to go inside it! Pretend to get on a bus.
Amy Kemp
Cap Head Start
Owensville, IN

Going on a Bus Hunt!

Teacher: We’re going on a bus hunt.
Children: We’re going on a bus hunt.

March.
March.

Teacher: We’re gonna find a yellow one
Children: We’re gonna find a yellow one

Shake finger.
Shake finger.

Teacher: With big headlights
Children: With big headlights

Make circles with fingers.
Make circles with fingers.

Continue with the following call-and-response lines and actions:
And windshield wipers
Swish arms back and forth.
And big black tires.
Point and circle arm.
Look over there!
Point.
It’s our bus!
Shake finger.
Can’t go over it.
Stand on tiptoes.
Can’t go under it.
Crouch down.
Can’t go around it.
Lean from side to side.
We have to go inside it!
Pretend to get on a bus.
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Going on a Bus Hunt!

Teacher: We’re going on a bus hunt.
Children: We’re going on a bus hunt.

March.
March.

Teacher: We’re gonna find a yellow one
Children: We’re gonna find a yellow one

Shake finger.
Shake finger.

Teacher: With big headlights
Children: With big headlights

Make circles with fingers.
Make circles with fingers.

Continue with the following call-and-response lines and actions:
And windshield wipers
Swish arms back and forth.
And big black tires.
Point and circle arm.
Look over there!
Point.
It’s our bus!
Shake finger.
Can’t go over it.
Stand on tiptoes.
Can’t go under it.
Crouch down.
Can’t go around it.
Lean from side to side.
We have to go inside it!
Pretend to get on a bus.
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What About You?
Back-to-School Chant: getting acquainted
Get to know your little ones with this chant! Recite the chant, inserting a child's name and a favorite food. Then
encourage her to name her favorite food. Continue with other youngsters. If desired, substitute the favorite food with
a favorite color or favorite animal.
[Child's name], [child's name],
How do you do?
I like [favorite food].
How about you?
Teresa Gleason
Village Learning Center
Somerset, KY

What About You?

[Child’s name], [child’s name],
How do you do?
I like [favorite food].
How about you?

Macaroni
and cheese!
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What About You?

[Child’s name], [child’s name],
How do you do?
I like [favorite food].
How about you?

Macaroni
and cheese!
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Months of the Year
Math Song: months of the year
Help little ones learn the months of the year with this simple song!
(sung to the tune of "Ten Little Indians")
January, February, March, and April,
May, June, July, and August,
September, October, November, December—
These are the months of the year!
Eileen Wambach
Funshine Nursery School
Red Hook, NY

Months of the Year

(sung to the tune of “Ten Little Indians”)
January, February, March, and April,
May, June, July, and August,
September, October, November, December—
These are the months of the year!
Months of the Year
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Months of the Year

(sung to the tune of “Ten Little Indians”)
January, February, March, and April,
May, June, July, and August,
September, October, November, December—
These are the months of the year!
Months of the Year
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Quiet Voices
Management Song: inside voices
Here's a useful little song to remind youngsters to use inside voices.
(sung to the tune of "Are You Sleeping?")
Inside voices, inside voices,
Do you hear, do you hear
Quiet, quiet voices, quiet, quiet voices?
Give a cheer, give a cheer.
Whisper: Yay!
Rita Grube
Fairlawn Preschool
Columbus, IN

Quiet Voices

(sung to the tune of “Are You Sleeping?”)
Inside voices, inside voices,
Do you hear, do you hear
Quiet, quiet voices, quiet, quiet voices?
Give a cheer, give a cheer.
Whisper: Yay!
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Quiet Voices

(sung to the tune of “Are You Sleeping?”)
Inside voices, inside voices,
Do you hear, do you hear
Quiet, quiet voices, quiet, quiet voices?
Give a cheer, give a cheer.
Whisper: Yay!
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Pick a Song
Management Idea: picking out a song
Display a large tree cutout. Fill out online the apple cutouts with different song titles and drawings. Use removable
adhesive to attach the apples to the tree. Each day, invite a child to pick a song from the tree. Then lead the group
in singing the song.
Abby Boruff
Clive Elementary
Windsor Heights, IA
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Work Space
Management Tip: nametag uses
To keep work materials organized, use Con-Tact covering to attach a seasonal nametag to each child's work space.
During projects, the student places his crayons and glue on his nametag; during snacktime, this is where his milk or
juice will sit. It's an easy way to get organized and reduce spills!
Claudine Fredy
Iola-Scandinavia Elementary
Iola, WI

Nifty Names
Management Idea: name recognition
Personalize a card for each child and then attach a different sticker to each card. Set out the cards each morning.
When a child arrives, he finds his card and places it in a pocket chart. Afterward, hold up each card and encourage
that child to stand. After a few weeks of practice, begin placing your hand over the sticker so a youngster has to
identify his card based only on his name.
Ann Miller
Ann's Bright Beginnings Preschool
Paulding, OH

Take a Turn
Management Song: taking turns
Remind youngsters to take turns with this toe-tapping ditty.
(sung to the tune of "The Wheels on the Bus")
[We all work together taking turns],
Taking turns, taking turns.
[We all work together taking turns]
All through the day.
Continue with the following: We'll all play together taking turns; You take your turn, and I'll take mine
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ

Take a Turn

(sung to the tune of “The Wheels on the Bus”)
[We all work together taking turns],
Taking turns, taking turns.
[We all work together taking turns]
All through the day.
Continue with the following: We’ll all play together
taking turns; You take your turn, and I’ll take mine
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Take a Turn

(sung to the tune of “The Wheels on the Bus”)
[We all work together taking turns],
Taking turns, taking turns.
[We all work together taking turns]
All through the day.
Continue with the following: We’ll all play together
taking turns; You take your turn, and I’ll take mine
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Quick Notes
Management Tip: behavior record
Here's an easy way to keep a record of small behavior problems. For each child, label an index card and place the
cards in a file box. When a problem occurs, jot a brief note about what happened and how it was resolved. If you
need to speak with a child's parent about her behavior, you can quickly refer to your notes.
Mary Gilchrist
YMCA Preschool
Washington, IA

Pom-Pom Pictures
Fine-Motor Center: pincer grasp
Provide a bin of pom-poms and simple stencils or die-cuts. A child chooses a stencil and then places pom-poms
within the outline. He repeats the process with other stencils. For a more challenging option, have little ones use
tongs (or a spring-style clothespin) to pick up and place the pom-poms.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Tennis Ball Toss
Gross-Motor Idea: tossing
Gather tennis balls (or another type of small ball) and place them in a container near a tape line. Put a laundry
basket a few feet away from the tape line. Encourage youngsters to sit on the line and attempt to toss the balls into
the laundry basket.
Connie Massingill
Dawn 'til Dusk Daycare
Zionsville, IN

Ribbon Dancers
Gross-Motor Idea: ribbon dancing
Give each child a length of ribbon (or crepe paper streamer) and have her stand. Then lead youngsters in singing
the song several times while they move their ribbons as described.
(sung to the tune of "Alouette")
Ribbon dancers, we are ribbon dancers. Stand and swirl your ribbon.
Ribbon dancers, swirling all around. Swirl your ribbon up high and down low.
We can swirl to the left. Swirl your ribbon to the left.
We can swirl to the right. Swirl your ribbon to the right.
To the left, to the right, Swirl it to the left and then right.
To the left, to the right, Swirl it to the left and then right.
Oh, oh, oh, oh. Swirl it down to the floor and then up again.
Sarah Booth
Messiah Nursery School
South Williamsport, PA

Ribbon Dancers
(sung to the tune of “Alouette”)

Ribbon dancers, we are ribbon dancers.
Ribbon dancers, swirling all around.
We can swirl to the left.
We can swirl to the right.
To the left, to the right,
To the left, to the right,
Oh, oh, oh, oh.

Stand and swirl your ribbon.
Swirl your ribbon up high and down low.
Swirl your ribbon to the left.
Swirl your ribbon to the right
Swirl it to the left and then right.
Swirl it to the left and then right.
Swirl it down to the floor and then up again.
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Ribbon Dancers
(sung to the tune of “Alouette”)

Ribbon dancers, we are ribbon dancers.
Ribbon dancers, swirling all around.
We can swirl to the left.
We can swirl to the right.
To the left, to the right,
To the left, to the right,
Oh, oh, oh, oh.

Stand and swirl your ribbon.
Swirl your ribbon up high and down low.
Swirl your ribbon to the left.
Swirl your ribbon to the right
Swirl it to the left and then right.
Swirl it to the left and then right.
Swirl it down to the floor and then up again.
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Sticky-Note Rubbings
Fine-Motor Center: crayon rubbings
Attach sticky notes to a tabletop and provide copy paper and crayons with the wrappers removed. A child places a
sheet of paper over the sticky notes. (Lightly tape the paper down if needed.) Then she rubs the side of a crayon
over the paper. She moves the paper and repeats the process as many times as desired.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Apple Roll
Fine-Motor Idea: working with play dough
Place play dough at a table along with plastic (or real) apples. A child flattens out a piece of play dough and then
rolls an apple over the play dough, observing the texture it leaves behind. He continues with other apples.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

How Does It Move?
Gross Motor Idea: movement
Gather random items that relate to a particular movement, such as a toy car, frog, horse, plane, elephant, and
feather. Place the items in a bag. Then gather youngsters in a large space. Pull out one of the items and encourage
youngsters to move like that item to a designated location. Then pull out another item and continue the game. If you
select the feather, youngsters stop and float delicately to the floor until you pull out the next item. What fun!
Tip: Use the provided picture cards instead of objects.
Mary Davis
Keokuk Christian Academy
Keokuk, IA
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Super Sunflower!
Fine-Motor worksheet: coloring, finger painting
Give each child a copy of this page and have her color it as desired. Next, have her dip a finger in brown paint and
then make fingerprints (seeds) in the middle of the sunflower.

Super Sunflower!

©The Mailbox®
Note to the teacher: Give each child a copy of this page and have her color it as desired. Next, have her dip
a finger in brown paint and then make fingerprints (seeds) in the middle of the sunflower.

Happy Birthday, Alphabet!
Literacy Ideas: letter names and sounds
Introduce the Letter: Display a decorated cake cutout. Then post the focus letter on the cake. Have students sing
happy birthday to the letter with a traditional birthday song, mentioning the name of the letter in the first singing and
then the letter sound as they sing the song again. Reinforcing the letter name and sound
A Mini Cake: Have each child color a copy of the Happy Birthday reproducible labeled with the focus letter.
Encourage her to trace the letter with her finger and say its name. Then have her squeeze glue over the letter and
sprinkle glitter, confetti, hole-punch dots, or other fun items on the glue. Letter formation
Faux Frosting: Squeeze fingerpaint (frosting) on a sheet of paper. Have a child sprinkle confetti on the paint and
spread it over the paper as desired. Then encourage her to use her finger to write the focus letter in the paint.
Letter formation
Gift Giving: Wrap a box with colorful birthday-themed paper and attach a colorful bow. Then help youngsters
determine what presents the letter would like for its birthday, emphasizing that the presents should begin with the
letter sound. Phonological awareness: beginning sounds
Party hats: Cut small triangles from wrapping paper. Write letters on a sheet of chart paper, including several that
match the focus letter. Encourage a child to point to a focus letter. Swipe a glue stick above the letter. Then have
him press a triangle in the glue so it appears as if the letter is wearing a party hat! Continue in the same way.
Letter identification
Birthday Treats: Get a treat that begins with the focus letter. Then, with great fanfare, announce that the letter has
brought in a birthday treat! Help students try to guess what the item might be. Then serve the treat, highlighting the
beginning sound. The letter S brought in strawberries! Letter-sound association
ideas contributed by Catherine Mitchell
Littlest Angels Preschool
Brunswick, OH

Happy Birthday,
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__________________

Parents and Children
Fine-Motor Center: cutting, sorting
Little ones learn sorting skills as they get a fine-motor workout! Provide magazines, scissors, and two large sheets of
paper labeled as shown. Encourage youngsters to cut pictures of people from the magazines and then glue the
pictures of children and parents on the corresponding sheets.

A Handsome Family!
Art Center: identifying members of one's family
This unique family craft looks adorable displayed in the classroom. Prompt a child to brush colorful paint onto a
sheet of paper as desired. Help her fold down the fingers on hand die-cuts to show the number of people (and pets,
if desired) in her family. Have her glue the hands to the paper. When the paint is dry, have her dictate the names of
her family members as you write them above the fingers. Label the craft as shown.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Baby Moves!
Gross-Motor Center: obstacle course
Many of your youngsters may have babies in their families! Create a simple obstacle course and place a rattle at the
end of the course. Encourage youngsters to pretend they are babies and crawl through the course, grab the rattle,
and then crawl back. The child places the rattle back in its original location for the next child.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Early Intervention Program for Children Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Bear Families
Math Center: counting, creating sets
Cut out a copy of the cards and place them at a center along with bear counters. A child chooses a card and counts
the bears on it. Then he makes an identical family of bears with the counters.
Tip: No bear counters? Use large and small pom-poms to represent bear families.

Bear Family Cards

2
4
6
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3
5
7
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Family Talk
Literacy Center: speaking
Have each child bring in a photo of her family. Lightly attach the photos to a tabletop and then place a clear
Plexiglas sheet over the photos. (Plexiglas sheets are available at your local home improvement store.) As an
alternative to a Plexiglas sheet, place a piece of lamination film over the photos and tape it to the tabletop.
Encourage youngsters to look at the family photos and discuss what they see.
Angela Arndt
Sicklerville, NJ

Starry Introduction
Management Tip: transitions
Encourage little ones to lie down. Dim the classroom lights and then lead them in singing a quiet round of "Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star." Then, whispering, explain to youngsters what activity is coming next.

Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down
Management Game: getting students' attention
Play a quick game of thumbs-up and thumbs-down. Say statements such as "I like pizza." Each youngster who likes
pizza gives a thumbs-up. Each child who doesn't gives a thumbs-down. This can also be played with color cards.
Hold up a color card and name a color. If you've identified the color on the card correctly, each youngster gives a
thumbs-up. If not, she gives a thumbs-down.
LeeAnn Collins
Sunshine House Preschool
Lansing, MI

Purple Pants Hot
Literacy Idea: beginning sounds
Slowly recite "Pease Porridge Hot" while students alternate clapping their hands and patting their legs. When
finished, help students name two other words that begin with /p/. Recite the rhyme again, substituting the two new
words for pease and porridge. Purple pants hot!

March Like an Elephant
Gross-Motor Idea: elephant movement
Play a quick game of "Elephant and Mouse." Have students stand and march as an elephant would march. Then
encourage them to march like mice. Repeat the activity, having youngsters tiptoe, stomp, jump, wiggle, and then sit
like both elephants and mice.

How Many?
Math Idea: estimation
Grab a handful of pom-poms. Say, "How many?" Have students guess how many pom-poms you're holding. Then
count them one at a time, giving each counted pom-pom to a student to place back in the tub.

Wiggle Rhyme
Gross-Motor Idea: getting the wiggles out
Chant several rounds of the wiggle rhyme below, substituting different body parts and having students wiggle their
bodies when indicated.
Put your hands on your [head].
Put your hands on your [head].
Put your hands on your [head]
And wiggle, wiggle, wiggle!
Rexann Roussel
Narrow Acres Preschool
Paulina, LA

"Hoppy" Birthday!
Birthday Display
Have each child color a copy of the frog pattern. Encourage her to spread glue on the cupcake and then sprinkle
confetti on the glue. Display the frogs on lily pad cutouts labeled with youngsters' names and birthdates along with
the details and title shown.
Debbie Jourdanis
Argyle Village Nursery School
Argyle, NY

Frog Pattern
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Blue Stuff!
Display: identifying colors, developing vocabulary
This oversize collage is perfect for identifying colors and developing vocabulary! Send a bag home with each
youngster along with a copy of the parent letter. Possible items include very small toys, magazine pictures, and food
labels. Attach the items to a board and add a title. Discuss youngsters' contributions to the display and then use the
display to play "I Spy."
Kila Atcheson
Cumming First United Methodist Church Preschool
Cumming, GA

Dear Family,
We are learning about the color _____________________________.
Please find items of this color, place them in the lunch bag, and
return the bag to school by ____________________________________.
We  will be attaching the items to a display. Some options might
include magazine pictures, panels from food boxes, and small
toys  or trinkets.
		

All the best!

		

_______________________________
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Dear Family,
We are learning about the color _____________________________.
Please find items of this color, place them in the lunch bag, and
return the bag to school by ____________________________________.
We  will be attaching the items to a display. Some options might
include magazine pictures, panels from food boxes, and small
toys  or trinkets.
		

All the best!

		

_______________________________
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First Aid Fun
Tip: dramatic play cast
When I put out my medical prop box for dramatic play, my little ones are always eager to "fix" broken bones. So I
came up with these simple cast props! I cut off the toes and elastic tops of white adult socks. My youngsters can just
slip the socks onto their legs or arms to pretend they're wearing casts.
Twilla Lamm
Little Dixie Head Start
Hugo, OK

Positively Proud Parents
Management Display: proud parents
I boost youngsters' self-esteem with this idea. Once a month, I assign "parent homework." I send home one of the
programmed seasonal clip art pages. A parent completes the note and returns it to school. I read the note to the
class and then add it to a display titled "Positively Proud Parents." At the end of the school year, I use each child's
notes to make a special booklet for him.
Linda Aguiar
Learning Lane
Tanuton, MA

______________________
is the apple of my eye
because
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I am nuts about

______________________
because
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I am thankful for
_________________ because

______________________
is a gift because
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I am
lucky
to have

______________________
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______________________
showers me with happiness
when
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______________________
is blooming in so many
ways because
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_________________
brightens my life
because
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Picnic in the Park
Back-to-School Tip: family picnic
Prior to the beginning of the new school year, I invite each family to join me at a local park for a picnic. Families
bring their own lunches, and I provide cookies for dessert. I have found that this get-together eases youngsters'
worries about the first day of school!
Darlene Butler Taig
Willow Creek Cooperative Preschool
Westland, MI

Bottle Cap Options!
Supply Tip: letter and number manipulatives
Bottle caps are inexpensive manipulatives that can be used in a variety of ways. For each child, I program caps with
the letters of her name and place them in a resealable plastic bag. Then she can practice arranging caps to spell her
name. I also label caps with numbers for youngsters to practice number recognition and number order.
Annette Warren
First Baptist Child Development Center
Taylorsville, NC

Designer Mats
Management Idea: sticker mats
For each child, I laminate a personalized sheet of construction paper. Then I use the resulting mats for seating in our
group area. At the end of circle time each day, I give each child a theme-related sticker to attach to his mat. By the
end of the school year, the mats look lovely and reflect the themes we've studied!
Darlene Butler Taig
Willow Creek Cooperative Preschool
Westland, MI

Daily Practice
Literacy Idea: vocabulary
Combine vocabulary practice with the task of taking attendance. Prior to taking attendance each day, I name a
category such as animals, toys, or food. In turn, I call each child's name, and the child responds with the name of
something that belongs in that category.
Jo Carol Herbert
ABC Dual Language Learning Center
Bryan, TX

Unique Notes
Management Tip: thank-you postcards
To make colorful thank-you postcards for parents and visitors, I place sheets of poster board, paint, and
paintbrushes in my art area. I invite my youngsters to paint designs on the poster board. When the paint is dry, I cut
the poster boards into postcards. So simple!
Carole Watkins
Timothy Ball Elementary
Crown Point, IN

Quiet Spray
Management Tip: quiet spray
I remind little ones when it's quiet time with "quiet spray"! I attach the "Quiet Spray" label to an empty spray bottle.
Anytime I need my youngsters to be quiet, I "spray" this magical spray around them. Just a few sprays is all it takes!
Stacie Clements
Florida Mesa Preschool and Childcare Center
Durango, CO

Quiet
Spray
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Quiet
Spray
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Sunny Words
Social Studies Idea: dictating information
Good friends use positive words. Help reinforce those words with this sunny idea! Attach a sunny cutout and a gray
cloud cutout to a wall. Tell students that sunny words are words we can say that make others happy and cloudy
words are words that make others feel sad. Help students come up with examples of these two types of words and
write their suggestions on the cutouts. Encourage sunny words in daily interactions. If desired, spotlight youngsters
that use sunny words by giving them sun-ray bracelets (strips of yellow construction paper fashioned into bracelets)
or sun hand stamps.
Barb Dover
Giggly Wiggly Preschool
Issaquah, WA

Clap Your Hands!
Gross-Motor Song: friendship
Lead students in singing this engaging song that emphasizes caring and sharing friendships. Repeat the song
several times, substituting the clapping with the movements mentioned.
(sung to the tune of "If You're Happy and You Know It")
[Clap your hands] if you're a friend, [clap your hands]! Clap twice.
[Clap your hands] if you're a friend, [clap your hands]! Clap twice.
I'm a friend because I share; I'm a friend because I care.
[Clap your hands] if you're a friend, [clap your hands]! Clap twice.
Continue with the following: stomp your feet, pat your head, slap your legs, shake your hips
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ

Clap Your Hands!

(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
[Clap your hands] if you’re a friend, [clap your hands]!
[Clap your hands] if you’re a friend, [clap your hands]!
I’m a friend because I share; I’m a friend because I care.
[Clap your hands] if you’re a friend, [clap your hands]!

Clap twice.
Clap twice.
Clap twice.

Continue with the following: stomp your feet, pat your head, slap your
legs, shake your hips
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Clap Your Hands!

(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
[Clap your hands] if you’re a friend, [clap your hands]!
[Clap your hands] if you’re a friend, [clap your hands]!
I’m a friend because I share; I’m a friend because I care.
[Clap your hands] if you’re a friend, [clap your hands]!

Clap twice.
Clap twice.
Clap twice.

Continue with the following: stomp your feet, pat your head, slap your
legs, shake your hips
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Gossie and Gertie
Idea: recognizing story events Gossie & Gertie
Cut out a copy of the cards and get the book Gossie and Gertie by Olivier Dunrea. Gossie and Gertie are best
friends, and they do everything together. Gossie says, "Follow me!" and Gertie follows—until Gertie decides to do
her own thing. To begin, explain that friends like to do things together. Ask, "What can you do with a friend?" Have
students share their thoughts. Then read the story aloud. Next, place the cards facedown on the floor. Encourage a
child to turn over a card. Read it aloud. Then have students identify whether this is something Gossie and Gertie do
together. (Use the book's illustrations as a reference when needed.) Continue with each remaining card.

They splash in the rain.

They play in the daisies.
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They watch at night.

They play in the haystacks.
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Friendship Painting
Cooperative Craft
Place two attached white paper towels in a container with high sides. Provide a variety of paintbrushes. Have two
little friends stand next to the container and encourage each child to choose a brush. Then have them dip their
brushes into tinted water and flick, drizzle, and drip the water onto the paper towels. Prompt youngsters to continue
with different brushes. When the project is dry, separate the paper towels so each child can take home a portion of
the project.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Friendly Behavior
Friendly Behavior Song
Promote friendly behavior with this catchy ditty!
(sung to the tune of "The Wheels on the Bus")
I can be a friend by [sharing toys],
[Sharing toys], [sharing toys].
I can be a friend by [sharing toys]
Every day!
Continue with the following: giving help, being kind, giving hugs
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ

Friendly Behavior

(sung to the tune of “The Wheels on the Bus”)
I can be a friend by [sharing toys],
[Sharing toys], [sharing toys].
I can be a friend by [sharing toys]
Every day!
Continue with the following: giving help, being kind,
giving hugs
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giving hugs
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Melt and Mix
Science Idea: color mixing
Youngsters explore color mixing with this chilly investigation!
Materials:
tinted ice cubes (red, yellow, blue)
resealable plastic bag for each child
recording sheet for each child
crayons
Step 1
Show youngsters the ice cubes. Ask, "What do you think will happen to this ice if we leave it out of the freezer for a
long time?" Lead youngsters to conclude that the ice will melt. Give each child a programmed paper and a bag.
Step 2
Have each child choose two ice cubes in different colors and place them in her bag. Help her seal the bag. Then ask
each youngster to predict what will happen as the ice cubes melt. After they share, have students use their hands to
warm the bags, encouraging the ice cubes to melt.
Step 3
Have each child reveal what happened to the ice cubes in her bag. Then encourage her to use crayons to color the
boxes on her page to record the results.
Danielle Lockwood
Colchester, CT

Name___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Color Mixing

+

=
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A "Me" Booklet!
Idea: print awareness I Like Myself
I Like Myself!
Written by Karen Beaumont
Illustrated by David Catrow
The youngster in this story likes herself from her nose down to her toes. Even if she had fleas or warts or a "silly
snout that snorts," she would still be herself. And that's who she wants to be!
The little girl in the book likes all her parts, from her nose to her toes. Youngsters celebrate their parts with a booklet
that incorporates printmaking! Make a copy of the booklet pages and booklet cover for each child. Then, on booklet
pages 1–3, help each youngster use paint to make a print of the body part mentioned. Have him draw a picture of
himself on the final page. When the paint is dry, help him cut out his pages and staple them behind a copy of the
booklet cover.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Early Intervention Program for Children Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC
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I like my hand.

1

I like my knee.

2

Booklet Pages 1 and 2

I like my toes.

3

I like me!

4

Booklet Pages 3 and 4
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by ___________________________

by ___________________________
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Let's Discuss
Idea: speaking I Like Myself
I Like Myself!
Written by Karen Beaumont
Illustrated by David Catrow
The youngster in this story likes herself from her nose down to her toes. Even if she had fleas or warts or a "silly
snout that snorts," she would still be herself. And that's who she wants to be!
Engage little ones in brief conversations about the ideas presented in the book.
Show youngsters the page that shows the little boy making fun of the girl. Read the text on the page. Ask,
"Has anyone ever said something that hurt your feelings?" Encourage youngsters to share their experiences.
Show students the page that shows the little girl looking messy in the morning. Say, "Tell me about a time
when you were a mess. What were you doing?"
Ask, "What do you like about yourself?"
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Early Intervention Program for Children Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

A Song About Me
Social Studies Song: self-awareness
I Like Myself!
Written by Karen Beaumont
Illustrated by David Catrow
The youngster in this story likes herself from her nose down to her toes. Even if she had fleas or warts or a "silly
snout that snorts," she would still be herself. And that's who she wants to be!
Give each child an M card and an E card. Have each student place the cards on the floor in front of her. Then lead
youngsters in singing the song, pointing to the letters when indicated and then pointing to themselves when they say
"me."
(sung to the tune of "Bingo")
I like my nose; I like my toes.
I really like to be me. M, E—I like me!
M, E—I like me!
M, E—I like me!
That's who I want to be!
Shout: Me!
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Early Intervention Program for Children Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

A Song About Me!
(sung to the tune of “Bingo”)

I like my nose; I like my toes.
I really like to be me.
M, E—I like me!
M, E—I like me!
M, E—I like me!
That’s who I want to be!
Shout: Me!
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A Song About Me!
(sung to the tune of “Bingo”)

I like my nose; I like my toes.
I really like to be me.
M, E—I like me!
M, E—I like me!
M, E—I like me!
That’s who I want to be!
Shout: Me!
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Apple Picking!
Math Idea: counting to 3
Draw an apple tree with many apples on a sheet of chart paper. Recite the rhyme shown. Then ask a child if he
would pick one, two, or three apples. Have him cross out the appropriate number of apples on the tree. Continue
with different youngsters, reciting the rhyme each time, until all the apples have been picked.
Apples, apples on the tree,
Pick one, pick one, two or three.
One for you and one for me,
Apples are so yummy!
Kate Hogenson
Preschools of St. Andrew's
Mahtomedi, MN

Apple Picking!

Apples, apples on the tree,
Pick one, pick one, two or three.
One for you and one for me,
Apples are so yummy!
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Tap a Color
Math Idea: color matching
Place crayons in a gift bag. Then have a child choose a crayon, look around the room, and then gently tap the
crayon on something that is a matching color. Direct him to put the crayon back in the bag. Then repeat the process
with another child.

Tall and Short Letters
Literacy Idea: forming letters
Gather student name cards and have youngsters notice that some letters—such as d, h, l, and b—are tall and reach
the top line, but other letters—like s, m, a, and c—are short and only touch the middle line. Hold up a name card and
then name and point to each letter, having youngsters stand tall for the tall letters and crouch down to the floor for
the short letters.

Crisscross Applesauce!
Literacy Idea: recognizing the letter A
Have students sit with their legs out in front of them. Gather letter cards, including several letter As. Flip through the
cards, helping youngsters look for As. When they see one, they cross their legs and say, "Crisscross applesauce!"
Then they unfold their legs for the next card.

Super Crayon Center!
Drawing Center
Bundle crayons, making sure to put differing numbers of crayons in the sets. Then place them at a center with a
variety of paper. Encourage students to explore with the bundled crayons.

Environmental Expedition
Reading Idea: recognizing environmental print
Grab a notepad and pen and take little ones on a print walk! Lead youngsters around the classroom, through
hallways, and outdoors in search of environmental print, like posters, flyers, and labels as well as exit, bathroom,
and handicap signs. Jot down the examples and then write them on chart paper when the expedition is over. Review
the list of environmental print with students; then encourage them to be on the lookout for more print to add to the list.
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

Perfect Progression
Reading Idea: tracking print
Write the song shown on chart paper and make a simple pointer using the worm pattern. Tell little ones you're going
to teach them a new song but you want to sing it to them first. Then place the worm at the bottom right of the song
and sing each line backward, moving the worm from right to left and bottom to top as you sing. You're sure to get
peculiar looks and giggles! Say, "Oh my, that didn't sound right! I followed this little worm, and it was going in the
wrong direction!" Then place the worm at the correct starting point and lead youngsters in singing the song the
correct way.
(sung to the tune of "The Farmer in the Dell")
I go from left to right.
I go from left to right.
I know which way to go
When I read and I write!
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

Perfect Progression

(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
I go from left to right.
I go from left to right.
I know which way to go
When I read and I write!
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I Write, You Draw
Reading Idea: understanding the roles of author and illustrator
Open a picture book and draw youngsters' attention to the text and illustrations. Explain that the author writes the
words and the illustrator draws the pictures. Then pretend to be the author and elicit the help of a volunteer to be the
illustrator. Write a simple sentence on a wipe-off board. Then have the illustrator draw a picture that illustrates the
sentence. Continue with other simple sentences (see the suggestions shown) and volunteer illustrators.
Sentence suggestions: I see a ball. The sun is out. The worm is brown. The banana is yellow.
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

Point It Out
Reading Idea: identifying parts of a book
Examine a book with youngsters and discuss some of its elements, such as the front, the back, the top, and the
bottom of the book. Next, give each child a book to hold. Then sing the song shown, prompting youngsters to point
to the front of the book. Continue in the same way with the remaining verses.
(sung to the tune of "London Bridge")
Where is the [front] of your book?
Point it out on your book.
Where is the [front] of your book,
My young readers?
Continue with the following: back, top, bottom
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC
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Where is the [front] of your book?
Point it out on your book.
Where is the [front] of your book,
My young readers?
Continue with the following: back, top, bottom
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I Love Apples!
Reading Idea: understanding that words are separated by spaces
Gather a small group of children and give each child a copy of the reproducible. Explain that words are groups of
letters and there are spaces between the words. Then read the poem aloud, pointing to each word as you read.
Have each child point to several spaces she sees between the words of the poem. Next, encourage each child to
make a red fingerprint (apple) in each space. If desired, help each child use fine-tip markers to add details to each
apple.
Ada Goren
Winston-Salem, NC

I Love Apples!
Apples

are

big.

Apples

are

small.

I
I’ll

love
eat

apples.
them
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